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ABSTRACT
Objective To analyze the clinical characteristics of emergency syncope patients and explore
the strategies in their clinical treatment.
Methods Eighty-five patients with emergency syncope admitted to our hospital from January
2019 to April 2021 were reviewed. The clinical data of all patients were retrospectively
analyzed. The common causes were analyzed and summarized, and the strategies in clinical
treatment were proposed.
Results The main causes of syncope are neuroreflex syncope, follow by cardiac syncope,
cerebral syncope, orthostatic hypotension syncope, hysterical syncope and unexplained
syncope. They accounted for 35.3%, 30.6%, 15.3%, 12.9%, 3.5%, and 2.4%, respectively.
Conclusion Emergency department physicians should evaluate emergency syncope patients in
time, identify patients as soon as possible, confirm the etiological diagnosis, and give
reasonable and effective symptomatic treatment and treatment measures in order to improve
the prognosis and ensure the life safety and quality of patients.
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INTRODUCTION
Syncope is a transient loss of consciousness and loss of physical control resulting from
sudden, transient decreases in whole brain tissue perfusion .Syncope is characterized by rapid
onset, short time and spontaneous complete recovery, with typical syncopal episodes
generally lasting no more than 20 s. A few lasting several minutes, and a few patients may
develop convulsions.[1] In emergency clinical work, acute syncope is a common clinical
emergency in the emergency department. Such patients have acute onset, complex and diverse
causes, and great differences in the severity of the condition and prognosis. If they cannot be
timely and correctly diagnosed and effective emergency treatment methods taken, they
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sometimes delay treatment or even endanger life [2]. From January 2019 to April 2021, 85
patients with acute syncope were admitted to our emergency department. The common causes
were analyzed and summarized, and the strategies in clinical treatment were proposed. It is
reported as follows.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
General data
Eighty-five emergency syncope patients were admitted to our hospital from January 2019 to
April 2021, including 42 males and 43 females, aged 15-85 years, with an average of 46.7 ±
8.6 years. The patient visited the hospital 10–50 minutes after onset. In this group of patients,
42 patients had a previous history of similar attacks, 43 patients had no history of attacks, 17
patients had a history of heart disease, 8 patients had a history of hypertension, and 5 patients
had atrial fibrillation. （Table 1）
Initial Evaluation of Syncope
Data on the clinical features of transient loss of consciousness (TLOC) are usually obtained
from patient as well as eyewitness history taking. Patients who present for the first time with
possible TLOC should first have their medical history taken to determine whether they are
truly TLOC. TLOC has four specific clinical features: short duration, abnormal motor control,
loss of response, and memory loss upon loss of consciousness.
The predominant type of TLOC is generally identifiable by history taking. The following key
questions should be answered during the initial assessment: ① Is this event a TLOC?③If it
is TLOC, is it syncope or is it non-syncope?If syncope is suspected, is the etiological
diagnosis clear? ④ Is there evidence to suggest that there is a high risk of cardiovascular
events or death? When seizures or psycho-psychiatric factors are suspected to cause TLOC
seizures, appropriate therapeutic measures should be taken. With a detailed history, physicians
can differentially diagnose approximately 60% of patients with syncope from those who
develop TLOC.[3] （Figure 1）
Diagnosis of Syncope Based on Initial Assessmen
A diagnostic assessment for suspected syncope at TLOC is the initial assessment for syncope.
It includes ① Detailed history taking of present and previous attacks, but also in-person or
telephone questioning of witnesses; ② Physical examination, including measurement of
blood pressure in supine and standing positions; ③ Electrocardiography. According to the
above results, other examination items can be performed when necessary: ① ECG
monitoring should be performed immediately when arrhythmic syncope is suspected; ②
Echocardiography should be performed when there is a previous history of heart disease,
suggesting structural heart disease or syncope secondary to cardiovascular causes; ③
Carotid sinus massage examination should be performed in patients aged > 40 years; ④
Head-up tilt table test should be performed when orthostatic hypotension or reflex syncope is
suspected; ⑤ Blood examination should be performed when there is corresponding clinical
evidence.Hematocrit and hemoglobin should be examined when bleeding is suspected.oxygen
saturation and blood gas analysis should be examined when hypoxia is suspected.Troponin
concentration should be measured when myocardial ischemia-related syncope is suspected,
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and D dimer should be examined when pulmonary embolism is suspected. When the
diagnosis of syncope is basically clear without further evaluation, the corresponding treatment
plan can be developed.[4]
Diagnostic methods
Syncope has its common characteristics, including the vast majority of sudden onset, after the
onset of dizziness, palpitation, nausea and vomiting, pallor, confusion, duration of seconds to
minutes will be naturally awake, generalized fatigue and weakness, automatic
recoveryfollowed by later, generally no convulsions and urinary incontinence. But a small
number of patients may have convulsions; sometimes accompanied by trauma. After
emergency syncope patients visit the hospital, ask the patients about their families or escorts
of their medical history in detail, including age, causes, inducement, attack frequency, signs,
duration, symptoms, clinical manifestations after illness and medication; comprehensive
neurological examination, cardiovascular system examination, observe the patient's fundus,
upper and lower limb tendon reflexes, body surface skin sensation, eye-closure balance,heart
and lung examination, etc. All patients met the diagnostic criteria for syncope [5]: ①Sudden
transient complete loss of consciousness, with a certain self-limitation; ② Patients can
completely recover spontaneously; ③Rule out epilepsy, hypoglycemia and other related
diseases similar to syncope in clinical practice. The diagnosis of syncope was confirmed in all
patients without severe cardiac, hepatic, or renal insufficiency.
Statistical methods
The experimental data were analyzed using the statistical software SPSS 22.0, and the
measurement data were expressed as mean ± standard deviation (x ± s), using the t-test; the
enumeration data were expressed as rate, using the χ2 test, and P < 0.05 was considered
statistically significant.

Table 1 Basic data of patients with syncope

Clinical treatment strategy
The general principle of formulating the treatment plan according to the risk stratification and
specific pathogenesis: the main factor determining the efficacy is the mechanism of syncope;
the criteria for determining the efficacy is to observe whether the symptoms recur after
treatment; 85 patients with syncope in this group were placed in the supine position, the head
was slightly lowered, the buckle was released to maintain airway patency, nasal oxygen
inhalation was given, intravenous infusion channel was rapidly established, and the changes
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in vital signs were closely observed. While treating, ask the patient, family member or escort
again for missed medical history, predisposing causes, medication before and after illness, and
take corresponding therapeutic measures for different causes of syncope. The patient who
definitely diagnosed with cardiac syncope, cerebral syncope and unexplained syncope were
admitted for further diagnosis and treatment. The remaining patients were discharged with
significantly improved symptoms after treatment in the emergency observation room and
followed up in the outpatient department.

RESULT
In this group, 85 patients with emergency syncope were diagnosed and treated in the
emergency department and admitted to the inpatient department for diagnosis and treatment.
Neuroreflex syncope was the the main causes of syncope , which accounted for 35.3%,
followed by cardiac syncope(30.6%),cerebral syncope(15.3%),orthostatic hypotension
syncope (12.9%), hysterical syncope(3.5%) and unexplained syncope(2.4%). Patients
definitely diagnosed as cardiac syncope, cerebral syncope, and unexplained syncope were
admitted inpatient department for further diagnosis and treatment. The remaining cases were
significantly improved and discharged after treatment in the emergency observation room and
followed up in the outpatient department. Patients in this group recovered well regardless of
diagnosis and treatment in emergency department and in inpatient department.（Table 2）

Table 2 Classification and proportion of patients with syncope
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neuroreflex
syncope

cardiac
syncope

cerebral
syncope

30

26

35.3

30.6

Number
（n）
Proportion
（%）

hysterical
syncope

unexplained
syncope

13

orthostatic
hypotension
syncope
11

3

2

15.3

12.9

3.5

2.4

DISCUSSION
Clinical manifestations of syncope is a symptom of cerebral hypoxia and ischemia caused by
a variety of reasons, which can cause transient postural muscle tension and loss of
consciousness in patients.Some syncopes cause sudden death, which poses a serious threat to
the basic health and life safety of patients[6]. Therefore, analysis of the causes and symptoms
of syncope plays an important role in confirming the diagnosis and then reversing the
prognosis in a timely manner[7]. In emergency clinical work, the diagnosis of syncope should
be rapidly confirmed. First, it is necessary to recognize the inducement of syncope, the
frequency of attacks whether there are signs before onset,the clinical manifestations after
onset and the medication before and after onset and comprehensive analysis of
comprehensive physical examination, relevant auxiliary examination report with this
condition.In the process of emergency clinical diagnosis of syncope, other non-syncopal,
transient disturbance of consciousness diseases should first be excluded based on the history
and symptoms, as well as the results of auxiliary examination, which include syncopal-like
diseases without impairment of consciousness, such as falls, hysteria, etc,follow by dizziness,
diaphoresis, chest tightness and palpitations and other symptoms of partial or complete loss of
consciousness. As an emergency department physician, when admitting patients with syncope,
the diagnostic ideas should be rapid and concise in an effort to confirm the diagnosis as much
as possible in the shortest time and make effective treatment decisions in a timely manner.
General treatment adopts supine position, with slightly lower head and slightly elevated lower
limbs to promote blood reflux in the brain, and nasal oxygen inhalation is given to help
patients recover consciousness as soon as possible. Those who have confirmed the etiological
diagnosis are given corresponding individualized treatment decisions. Patients with syncope
that cannot be identified in a short period of time should be admitted for further observation
and diagnosis. The diagnosis and treatment of 85 patients with emergency syncope in this
group were reviewed, and it was considered that by asking medical history and physical
examination, combined with auxiliary examination.Syncope was considered first; the causes
of syncopal attacks were considered second. It is important to assess the risk degree of the
patient's condition in the diagnosis . Timely clinical risk stratification and clinical assessment
and early identification are helpful for the diagnosis and treatment of syncope. [8] If the patient
is in critical condition during the first diagnosis, the treatment measures must follow the
principles of saving life first, protecting organs second, and restoring function third.Saving
life first and then treating disease, treating its symptoms urgently, and treating its root cause
slowly that can avoid adverse consequences to the greatest extent. [9]
The results of this study showed that there were 30 cases of neuroreflex syncope in 85
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emergency syncope patients, accounting for the highest proportion. In the sultry weather,
rapid changes in body position and standing environment that can cause patients with reduced
cardiac output and even insufficient blood supply and other conditions, which causes syncope
symptoms. Fatigue, hunger, cough and pain are common predisposing factors for this type of
syncope patients. Such patients have early symptoms such as headache, nausea, tinnitus, and
pale complexion and require prompt medical attention. [10] Environmental and psychological
factors should be considered comprehensively in the clinical treatment of patients with
neuroreflex syncope, and their pregnancy history and menstrual history should be carefully
asked for patients of reproductive age. [11] No special medication is required except to help
them regain consciousness as soon as possible. In this study, there were 26 patients with
cardiac syncope who ranked second, and the elderly belonged to the high incidence group of
this syncope type. Among the many causes of syncope, cardiac syncope is the most serious,
and the treatment prognosis is poor, which can cause arrhythmia, myocardial systolic
dysfunction and other symptoms. Clinical studies have pointed out that for the treatment of
patients with cardiac syncope, attention should be paid to the analysis of its connection with
the plexus in the anterior wall of the left ventricle as well as the carotid sinus [12]. After
admission , the patient should be given adequate oxygen. Therapythey should be immediately
placed in a supine position, the collar of patients should be quickly untied and the airway
should be opened. At the same time, venous access should be established to do a good job in
the mastery of the history as well as the dynamic changes in the progression of the disease [13].
After admission, timely give ECG monitoring, notify the relevant medical staff in the
department of Cardiology at the first time, and timely treat them. Although the incidence of
patients with cerebral syncope in this study did not have a high incidence of patients with
neuroreflex syncope or wish syncope, its incidence in the majority of the population in China
is also high.Therefore, attention should be paid in clinical practice. For patients with cerebral
syncope, it is often accompanied by symptoms such as vomiting, disturbance of
consciousness or complete loss of consciousness. Some scholars have speculated [14] that it is
related to the patient's neck disease or insufficient blood supply to the tissue cells of the part.
For some patients with cerebral syncope, it may present with mild hemiplegia, which is
generally self-limiting and difficult to heal spontaneously[15] . The clinical diagnosis and
treatment of patients with this type of syncope is mainly based on conventional supine
position, unraveling the collar and maintaining airway patency. On this basis, brain CT or
MRI examination should be performed to clarify the condition as soon as possible in order to
provide further in-depth treatment. Syncope caused by other reasons such as orthostatic
hypotensive syncope is also a common disease in clinical practice.Diagnosis and treatment
should be strengthened to ensure the life safety of patients. Although the common causes of
syncope have been analyzed and summarized in clinical practice and the causes are various,
patients are generally self-limiting. As long as the conventional supine rest and other timely
treatment, syncope can obtain a good prognosis.
Syncope is a common acute condition involving multiple etiologies with distinct differences
in prognosis. Emergency clinicians need to correctly judge and assess the severity of patients.
For patients with severe conditions in life-threatening emergencies, emergency doctors
sometimes even rely on intuition to judge the condition and intuition is based on the
knowledge that has been obtained and cumulative experience. Although it has not been fully
6
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logical reasoning, it is an instinctive response to comprehensive thinking in a sense[16]. The
clinical thinking of emergency department and other specialties for the treatment of patients is
different, and emergency medicine has a more special clinical thinking decision - "shoot first
and then aim", which refers to rapid intervention for the situation endangering the life safety
of patients.Then further find the cause after the vital signs are stable, and give individualized
treatment in a targeted manner[17]. Corresponding symptomatic and drug treatment is taken
according to different conditions. The treatment goal of syncope is to reduce recurrence and
reduce mortality; the secondary goal is to prevent accidents and trauma caused by recurrence
of syncope to improve the quality of life.

CONCLUSION
In summary, in order for emergency syncope patients to obtain a good therapeutic effect,
emergency department doctors must assess the degree of critical condition after patient
presentation.Then select appropriate therapeutic measures, determine the cause as early as
possible and perform etiological treatment.In addition, different guidelines and
recommendations have different backgrounds and purposes ,so they should be objectively
interpreted, learned and clinically applied in order to have guiding significance for the
diagnosis and treatment of syncope.
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